Speak Live! - Rise of the Black Messiah - EZEKIEL 37 the valley of Dry
Bones – Free at Last.
Welcome friends and family, to those that are new my name is Dawid, a.k.a Plahu
Yacob ZakiyYAH. I am speaking to you from . You are listening to Signs and
Wonders the broadcast that came Right on Time. Today's date is December 14th 2013.
We are at the moment in the 10th month not the 12th, according to the calendar of
some. So keep this in mind.
I first would like to open with a message to AHYAH.
AHYAH thank you for creating my eyes so I can see, you created this thing man calls
organs to reflect the thoughts into this thing man calls a brain- PROFOUND. O
AHYAH...how dose this matter calculate? How dose it calculate with mathematical
equations that will put the most powerful man made computer to shame. This Man
that you made, perfect and profound, NOT profane or vain. Man that you made,
perfect and profound, NOT profane or disdained. O AHYAH. How these eyes see, to
compare, to calculate these things you created? O AHYAH...How you created this
brain to think, think upon the things you placed in time? Time that you AHYAH
created when you created this thing called man. And now man can see. O AHYAH
NOW man can see. I ask that you are with me today, help me tear-down the
deceptions of this beast, help me expose the weakness of the system of Babylon. Take
this system apart bit by bit and piece by piece. Reverser and de-program your
children. Open the eyes of those you destined to see. O AHYAH my YAH our
YAHUAH. Thank you for YAHUSHUAH and all of your Righteous teachers. Thank
you for YAHUSHUAH and all of your Righteous messengers. Thank you for
showing me that it is not the quantity of man, but the quality of the seed. That special
few that passed the test.
O AHYAH For you said in your word: Blessed are the poor in spirit: for theirs is
the kingdom of heaven. Blessed are they that mourn: for they shall be comforted.
Blessed are the meek: for they shall inherit the earth. Blessed are they which do
hunger and thirst after righteousness: for they shall be filled. Blessed are the
merciful: for they shall obtain mercy. Blessed are the pure in heart: for they shall
see AHYAH our YAHUAH. Blessed are the peacemakers: for they shall be called
the children of AHYAH. Blessed are they which are persecuted for righteousness'
sake: for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Blessed are ye, when men shall revile you,
and persecute you, and shall say all manner of evil against you falsely, for my sake.
Rejoice, and be exceeding glad: for great is your reward in heaven: for so persecuted
they the prophets which were before you. Ye are the salt of the earth: but if the
salt have lost his savour, wherewith shall it be salted? it is thenceforth good for
nothing, but to be cast out, and to be trodden under foot of men...Ye are the light of
the world. A city that is set on an hill cannot be hid. Neither do men light a candle,
and put it under a bushel, but on a candlestick; and it giveth light unto all that are in
the house.

Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your good works, and glorify
your Creator, whom is your Father, Mother and Best Friend which is in the heavens.
Thank you AHYAH all Praise AHYAH, all Praise AHYAH all Praise AHYAH!
Opening Statement and Introduction:
Brothers and Sisters We Won This! I hope you understand. It is Written!
Today I will read Ezekiel 37. Before I read the book of Ezekiel I want to give you
very important details about this book. First you have to know that this book is Read
by the Jews and the Hebrews. The Jews call the words of Ezekiel Oracles. An Oracle
is a person that receives counsel from numerous gods. During the times of the Greeks
these gods where called Zeus, Apollo, Athena, Dione and many others. Today the
Parasites consult with Hermes of old. The Hebrews of the Seed of Yacob do not
consult Oracles of old. The words of the Prophets are the words of AHYAH through
his Messengers, like YAHUSHUAH. This name Ezekiel was give to our messenger
by the ones that translated and re translated our story. When research the Ancient
Hebrew you will notice that the original name is not Ezekiel, but (Yah-KHAZQ).
Now I will explain this meaning shortly.
There is another name in the Sacred Name Scriptures document called Yechezqe'l.
This name means EL will Strengthen. This name EL is the replacement name of AH.
EL means to strengthen by Twisting, this can be found in the Strongs Concordance at
Hebrew number 193. I mention this because it is important to know. Why? Because
someone is hiding the true name of the one we call Ezekiel. The original name of
Ezekiel can be found in the Strongs Concordance Hebrew number 3168, now keep
this in mind. The first two letters of H3168 are the same two letters as H3068. Now
guess what name is Hebrew number 3068? The name is YAHUAH which comes
from AHYAH Hebrew number 1961. Now why did the Strongs Concordance and the
translators change the name to EL? So now we have to ask. Did Yah- KHAZQ get
his Prophesy from an EL which is an Oracle, or did Yah- KHAZQ aka Ezekiel get
the words of AHYAH from AHYAH?
Now there is really no need for me to go over this, because AHYAH needs no
explanation, but for those that must see...
Let me explain:
When you translate the name in the Ancient Hebrews the “Sacred Carvings” you will
see meanings behind the symbols used for (Y-AH-KH-Z-Q) whom is Ezekiel.
The first two symbols:
The Y the arm = (Work,Throw,Worship), and the AH the arms raised =
(Look,Reveal,Breath). This means YAH, AHYAH the one whom we worship, or
AHYAH the breath of life, or AHYAH the one whom is Revealed, AHYAH is Life,
AHYAH is Breath Y and AH, YAH, this is the name of AHYAH.

First Break: ( Audio File - Martin Luther Get the Language Right)

EXTENDED VERSION!
The last three symbols:
The Open Palm KH = (Outside,Divide,Half), The Jemba-Shoka or Mattock Z =
(Food,Cut,Nourish), The sun on the horizon Q = (Condense, Circle, Time). These
ancient Hebrew symbols spell the name KHAZQ. This name KHAZQ is explaining
the process. KHAZQ is separated from the rest. KHAZQ is strengthened and feed he
is made strong. KHAZQ is tried threw time. How? Well you will be able to compare
KHAZQ's information with TIME.
Now keep this in mind. This is the name Ezekiel when you bring it back to the
original Ancient Hebrew. His name is YAH-KHAZQ . not Ezekiel. KHAZQ in the
Strong s Concordance means: (To fasten upon; hence to seize, be strong.
Figuratively courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify),
obstinate; to bind.To strengten (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong, to be
sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave self, Valiant, withstand. )
Now think about it the ancient Hebrews symbols agree with the Strongs
Concordance. So basic this means to be powerful. The name Ezekiel in Hebrew is
YAH- KHAZQ which means, AHYAH will strengthen. AHYAH will strengthen
not Zeus, Apollo, Athena, Diane or Hermes. This is the major difference between the
Jewish translation and the Original Ancient Hebrew writings. This is VITAL for you
to comprehend. Their god EL is the adversary. EL means strength, but as in Twisting
man, as in the submission of man. The symbol in the Ancient Hebrew is a Ox head or
the head of Ram. This symbol means Strong, Power, Leader. You also have the
Shepherds Staff the Lam in this name and this means (to Teach, Yoke, To, Bind).
Now keep in mind this is their version of the name Ezekiel. Can you see the
dereference?
This is why we have to know who to listen to. This why we have to LEARN TO
THINK FOR OUR SELVES. In the 1800s they tried to discredit the book of Ezekiel
until they found a theologian to make it fit for the German Jews called the (Ask a
Nazis). They wrote volumes of books to describe the Oracles of Ezekiel. This is why
they call them Oracles and not Prophesy. Now here is the question. Did you know
this fact? Did you know the dual meaning of the name Ezekiel or that they tried to
discredit it? If not how can you properly comprehend the true name of Ezekiel
AHYAH will strengthen YAH- KHAZQ? How can you, if they changed it to Ezekiel
EL will Bind, EL will Yoke, EL will Seize, EL will Constrain or Twist?
Think about it!
”My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast rejected
knowledge, I will also reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest to me: seeing thou hast
forgotten the law of YAHUAH, I will also forget thy children.”

- Rise of the Black Messiah - EZEKIEL 37 the valley of Dry Bones – Free at
Last, Free at last, Thank AHYAH our YAHUAH, we are free at last.

Judaism and Christianity Section
Welcome back, In this broadcast I will use the name Ezekiel, because
this is the name we are all familiar with, but I advice you to do a study
on this name yourself, so we can agree.
The events of Ezekiel happened between the years 593 and 571 BC according to
history. If this is the case then lets see what was happening in Egypt at this time. This
period in time is called the Late period of Ancient Egypt, this is the year 664 BC till
332BC. These are called the 26th and 27 th Egyptian Dynasties. This was the last so
called Nubian Dynasty before the Assyrian invasion.
Now keep this in mind we have one people that are now two separate people. We
have the so called Nubian Egyptians of the 25th 26th and 27th Dynasties, being floated
and over taken by the Assyrian invaders. The other people are now being called
Semitic. Why? Because when the Hebrew / Egyptians of the Akhnaten time line left
Egypt they went into the land of Canaan, or what is now known as Israel today. The
Hebrew that went here, became the property of the King of Assyria. The Assyrian
where in power until 626 BC. After the Assyrian Empire fell, “All Hell Broke Loss”,
figuratively and literally.
As it reads: “ This situation led to wholesale revolution in Babylonia, and during his
reign many Assyrian colonies to the west, east and north similarly took advantage and
ceased to pay tribute to Assyria, most significantly the ” Medes (Remember the
Medes in the Bible they where taken over by the Persians. ), Persians (The Persians
where taken over by the Scythians.), Scythians (These are the ancestors of the
Germanic tribes call Ashkanazi), Cimmerians ( These are the ancestors of the
Germanic tribes call the Khazars.) and the Arameans (These are the ancestors of the
Semetic tribes called the Arabs or the Nabataeans.) Now keep in mind the Khazars
are called the Turkic people which are called the people of war. When the people of
war killed all the men and enslaved the boys, they took the women. This is why the
Hun are linked to the Scythians, and the Scythians are linked to the Chinese, the
Turks, the Russians and the Germans. After the Khazars became the Kings of the
Earth they also intermarried with what we know as the Royal Bloodline today.
Okay now where are the Hebrews / Egyptians at this time? We are told that they are
in the land of Canaan which is Jerusalem. Well who has control of Jerusalem in 626
BC? After the Assyrian system fell in 626 BC, came the Medes, Persian, Scythians,
Cimmerians and the Arameans. The Hebrews are now being passed around, because

we are in bondage. The Hebrews are being divided and sold, they are in Babylon,
Petra, Greece, Sythia, Persia and Egypt.
We are all over the middle east at this time because of the slave trade. This is
Deuteronomy the 28th Chapter 626 BC. Then in the year 329 BC the Greeks took
control. Then after the Greeks, the Nabataeans tribe called the Edomites under Kind
Herod and the Romans. Then they created Judaism 2.0 and on and on.
Okay now these people are the ones that the Jews of Germany are pretending to be.
Now lets look at the second group the ones called, Nubian Egyptians the other group
of people that where separate at this time in Egypt. Now the reason why they where
separated is because of the disagreement about which god to worship. This
disagreement is still happening today. We have the Moors, the Nation of Islam, the
Muslims, the Christians, the Hebrews Israelites, the Hebrews of the Seed of
Yacob, the Africans, the African Americans, the North Africans, the South
Africans, the Central Africans, the Caribbean Africans, the European Africans,
the South American Africans, White Black Africans with white fathers in Africa
and Black White Africans with white fathers in America.
This is called divide and conquer. When they confused us about or spirituality, the
took away our identity. Okay, so what happen to the so called Nubian Egyptians???
Now before I continue. Why do I say, so called Nubian Egyptians? Because the
system of the beast is to divide and conquer. If History tells us that the Egyptians
where Nubian in the year 3000 BC, 2000 BC, 1000 BC and 600 BC then they are not
Nubian Egyptians. They are Indigenous people of the land called Egypt.
Here is a little info from Wikipedia: (Like I said before always cross check with
Wikipedia, because there are a lot of evil people on the internet. They need to hide
truth. )
Okay and it Reads: “ Assyrian invasion of Egypt in 670 BC. Consequently, Pharaoh
Taharqa's reign, and that of his successor and cousin Tantamani, were filled with
constant conflict with the Assyrians. In 664 BC the Assyrians delivered a mortal
blow, sacking Thebes and Memphis.”
“ The 25th dynasty ended with its rulers retreating to their spiritual homeland at
Napata. It was there (at El-Kurru and Nuri) that all 25th dynasty pharaohs are buried
under the first pyramids to be constructed in the Nile valley in centuries. The Napatan
dynasty led to the Kingdom of Kush, which flourished in Napata and Meroe until at
least the 2nd century AD.”
Comment: Okay now think about this if Sudan is the Kingdom of Kush, then Sudan
is also the Kingdom of Aksum. The Kingdom of Aksum was the core of, the root of
Christianity. History tells us that the The Kingdom of Aksum protected the tribes of
Muhammad. As it Reads: “ Aksum remained a strong, though weakened, empire
and trading power until the rise of Islam in the 7th century. However, unlike the
relations between the Islamic powers and Christian Europe, Aksum, which provided

shelter to Muhammad's early followers around 615, was on good terms with its
Islamic neighbors ”
Now think why was Islam friendly pre 700 AD and hostile after 700AD? Why?
Because Islam was usurped by “the people of war”, the ones that divide and conquer.
The people that lived in the Aksum Kingdom are called the Habesha people.
Here is a brief description: “ The Aksumite population consisted of Semiticspeaking people (collectively known as Habeshas),Cushitic-speaking people and
Nilo-Saharan-speaking people.”
Comment: This name the Nilo-Saharan SPEAKING People, this means the people
of North Africa. Also, notice how they are using this word “SPEAKING”. Keep in
mind you speak the language of your oppressor. Okay now this broadcast is called
Ezekiel 37 Free at Last that AHYAH our YAHUAH we are free at last. How are we to
be free, if we are ignorant of Our Story. We need to know all of this information
before we can understand the Book Of Ezekiel. So ask that you please have patience.
The European power structure called white-supremacy, remains in power because we
are divided. The writers of History split the Indigenous people of the land called
Egypt. They speak about how we became the Nubian Pharaohs, and then the
Kingdom of Kush, and then the Kingdom of Aksum. This is “From Babylon to
Timbuktu: A History of the Ancient Black Races Including the Black Hebrews.
Now how dose this relate to Ezekiel? Well we are told that the events of Ezekiel to
place around 590 BC. At this time History tells us that, an ancient Afro Asian people
called the Persians in power. We also have Ancient Indo European people usurping
parts of lands of Kemet, called the Scythians. This is around the years 593 till 571
BC. We are told that Cambyses I, the father of Cyrus the Great is in power. Now keep
this in mind the Persians are ruled by overlords of the Median Empire. Which means
that the Persians are puppets of the Median Empire. The Median Empire falls around
560 BC during the rule of Cyrus the Great. And like I said before, we also have the
Scythian Empire in the north. The Scythian are also the future Mongolians whom
the Bible calls Gog and Magog.
Comment: Now I want to take a little more time on these people called the
Scythians. I am going to read what Herodotus said about them.
And it Reads: “ For Herodotus, the Scythians were outlandish barbarians living
north of the Black Sea in what are now Moldova and Ukraine.”
—Michael Kulikowski, Rome's Gothic Wars from the Third Century to Alaric, pg. 14

Comment: The black sea is the area of the Caucus mountains home of the Khazarian,
Scythian, Turkic Tribes and the Germanic tribe called the Ashkenazi.
And it Reads: “During the 5th to 3rd centuries BC, the Scythians evidently

prospered. When Herodotus wrote his Histories in the 5th century BC, Greeks
distinguished Scythia Minor, in present-day Romania and Bulgaria, from a Greater
Scythia that extended eastwards for a 20-day ride from the Danube River, across the
steppes of today's East Ukraine to the lower Don basin. The Don, then known as
Tanaïs, has served as a major trading route ever since. The Scythians apparently
obtained their wealth from their control over the slave trade from the north to
Greece through the Greek Black Sea colonial ports of Olbia, Chersonesos,
Cimmerian Bosporus, and Gorgippia. They also grew grain, and shipped wheat,
flocks, and cheese to Greece.”
Comment: Okay now lets recap. The Greeks took control of Egypt in the year 329
BC. They took control from the Persian Empire. In this area we see usurpations and
overthrows until the coming of the Macedonian Empire ruled by Alexander the Great.
Okay now again. Why am I mentioning all of this before I read the book of Ezekiel?
Because we have to know about these events. What inspired Ezekiel to write down
his thoughts? What was going on during this time? We are told Ezekiel lived during
the year 593 BC right. Okay so we have the Kingdom of Kush in it's last years,
before the coming of the Kingdom of Aksum. We now know that Persia came in after
the Assyrian Empire destroyed the Nubian Kingdoms of Kush. We now know why
people are being taken into bondage. We also know who is being taken into bondage.
Now ask yourself a question. Are the Germanic tribe called the Ashkenazi being
taken into bondage or the Indigenous people of the land called Egypt?
Comment: So now we have Ezekiel and Jeremiah living during this time. They are
speaking about the enemy. They are being forced into slavery. The worship of
AHYAH is being contaminated. The writings are being re translated again, from the
Aramaic, to the Babylonian. There is a total destruction of what should have been
the law of the land. We have the Scythians and the Greeks become one people. We
have the Scythians, the Greeks and the Romans become one people. We have the
Scythians, the Greeks, the Romans, the Edomites, the Nabataeans became Gog and
Magog. Now think about it. How much has changed today? The Hebrews have been
in bondage in some shape or form since the 7th Century BC. We have the abolishment
of a 400 year system of slavery in the 19th century, yet people are still enslaved in
Africa. In the year 2013, we see the children of the enslavers, the Germans and
Turkic Arabs, pretending to be the presenters of Truth...Now what do I mean the
presenters of truth? Well we see Gog and Magog acting like the authority of the
Religion of Islam, which is the House of Saud, House of Bahrain, House of Qatar and
others, claiming to represent the original version of Islam. Then we have the
Hapsburg also known as the House of Rothschilds controlling Catholicism, as-well
as their German / Russian branch called the Ashkenazi, controlling Judaism.
Comment: Now think about it...do they really represent the message of AHYAH?
Look at the place called Israel today. In the area called Gaza we have the Worlds
largest open air prison, a place where children can not have colouring books. We
have soldiers bull dozing homes and booming schools.

We have demonic settlers spitting on women and children stealing farm land.
We also see that when the world stands up and tries to help the prisoners, the Israel
army raids a ship called the “Gaza Flotilla”, commits murder and puts journalist in
prison. So, do they really represent the message of AHYAH? We have the House of
Saud sponsoring chemical attacks on Syria, the House of Saud sponsoring terrorist
attracts in the United States. We see them using slave labour to build hideous
skyscrapers, and both of these criminals say they represent AHYAH. Yet neither of
these demons can get the name right...
Brothers and Sisters I am saying what needs to be said...All Praise AHYAH!
Comment: Like I said before, we need to know this information if we are going to
understand Ezekiel Chapter 37. Okay now here is something else we need to know.
The Ancient Egyptian system of writing is called Sacred Carvings by the Greek.
The word Hieroglyph is a Greek word. The word Sacred was used by the Greeks to
describe the carvings of the Egyptians. Those that carved the symbols are called
Priest. Therefore the Sacred Carvings, the Hieroglyphs are writings of the Priest.
Now think about this. The Ancient Hebrew writings, the early Hebrews / Egyptian,
long before the Aramaic and Babylonian invasions, our people, the original people,
also wrote in what is called Hieroglyphs. Now why did they do this? Why? Because
the Hebrews and the Egyptians used the same system of carving, because they are
one and the same. This is very important to understand. The Scythians are not
Egyptians or the Original Hebrews, The Hyksos are not Egyptians or the Original
Hebrews. The Greeks are not the Egyptians or the Original Hebrews. Why? Because
they are not Priest unto AHYAH. But they are Priest unto their parasitic gods like
Zeus, Hermes, Thoth, Athena, Orpheus, Mercury and others. This is why it is very
important to know that the Ashkenazi trace their bloodline and their DNA back to
Japheth, also called Jupiter. They also trace their DNA or linage back to Magog.
Magog is also Russia and Ashkenazim. This is in their history you can find this in a
book called “After the Flood by Bill Cooper”.

ISLAM Section
Comment: Okay. For those of you that are new to these broadcast, I need to go over
one more topic. This is the topic of Islam. In the History of the religion called Islam,
we are told of a man by the name Alī ibn Abī Ṭālib of the Banu Hashim Tribe. The
Banu Hashim Tribe, comes from the Quraysh Tribe which comes from Ishmael. If
you know the story of Ishmael in the Bible, then you know that Ishmael is the son of
an Egyptian Princess named Hagar.
Alī ibn Abī Ṭālib of the Banu Hashim Tribe comes from the Quraysh Tribe, according
to History. Now in the year 632 AD Alī ibn Abī Ṭālib wrote book. In this book Alī ibn
Abī Ṭālib explained the message of AHYAH. How do we know? Because Alī ibn Abī

Ṭālib was to be the presenter of Truth after Muhammad( Peace be Upon Them.).
Therefore Alī ibn Abī Ṭālib of the Banu Hashim Tribe wrote the first Quran.
Alī ibn Abī Ṭālib wrote the Quran, after the murder of his wife Fatimah(Peace be
Upon Her). He wrote this book after the death of his father in law, best friend and
miniature Muhammad (Peace be Upon Him.). He wrote it after the destruction of the
Hebrews Tribes in the area of Petra. After Abu Bakr, Umar and Uthman created the
religion of Islam. Now remmber prior to 700 AD the Hebrews of Aksum and the
Hebrews of the Quraysh Tribe where family. After they became enemies. Now can
you see why it is important to know History?
Now here are the series of events. After Umar rejected Alī ibn Abī Ṭālib of the Banu
Hashim Tribe's version of the Quran. Ali withdrew to the country to take care of his
children. Now think... about this. What if the two witness that are wrapped in
Sackcloth are the words of the Hebrews, during the times of Yaushuah in 160BC and
the Hebrews during the times of Muhammad, Ali, Fatimah, Hussein, Hassan, Zaid
and Zakiyyah.(PBUT). Well what do you wrap in Sackcloth? Could it be the Words
of AHYAH? How else can you explain the power of Islam and Christianity? Think
about it.
Comment: The history of Islam states that after Umar rejected Ali's book, and after
the Hebrew tribes of Muhammad where killed the version of Islam we see today is
established. This is why we have the Shia and Sunni today. The Shia are of the line of
Ali and the Sunni are of the line of Abu Bakr, Umar and Uthman. Fact!
Then the story states that Alī ibn Abī Ṭālib of the Banu Hashim Tribe built wells for
24 years and farmed in the area of Medina. During this time the new religion of Islam
is in the hands of the rulers called the Rashidun Caliphate. The first was Abu Bakr
until he was assassinated in 632 AD, then we have Umar until he was assassinated in
644 AD and last we had Uthman ibn Affan until he was assassinated in 656 AD.
Uthman ibn Affan was a member of a Tribe called the Umayyad clan. The Umayyad
clan became the Umayyad Dynasty. This lasted until 750 AD. Now I go into greater
detail in the Two Branches series, so I will not here. But I mention this to bring your
attention to Alī ibn Abī Ṭālib of the Banu Hashim Tribe, because he also was a
Hebrew / Egyptian. How do we know? Because his Tribe the Banu Hashim trace their
root back to an Egyptian women named Hagar the mother of Ishmael. This is in their
History.
Comment: After the Murder of Muhammad, Ali was to bring the Message to the
Tribes and bring peace into the land we know as Medina. Instead they rejected his
writing of the Quran and they rewrote their own. This is why Ali was building wells
for 24 years in Medina. The Umayyad Dynasty became so corrupt that they forced
Ali to became the 4th Rashidun Caliphate and for his reward they assassinated him.
Yes, they also murdered his entire family in the Battle of Karbala, this was recorded
in history October 10 720 AD. Now think about it. This is the Method of Operation
of the Beast. They killed the messengers and the prophets, but used the names of

Muhammad and Ali to claim the legitimacy. They used the message of righteousness
to create a new religion. Now dose this sound familiar?
The Ashkenazim an Indo European tribe of the North is doing the same thing today in
Israel. They claim to be an Afro Asiatic Semitic people. However the Ashkenazim are
not the NABATAEANS. The NABATAEANS are Aramaic these are Arabs. The
NABATAEANS are a Semitic people they are Afro Asiatic not European. The
Ashkenazim is an Indo European tribe from North. They are known to come from an
area called Armenia, which is near the Black sea the Caucasus Mountains. The
Armenia and the Aramaic are two different Tribes.
The Aramaic became the NABATAEANS which enslaved the Egyptians and the
Original Hebrews in Petra. The Armenians became the Mongolians which became
The Khazarain Empire around 740 AD. The Khazarain Empire fell around the 1200s.
The Turkic peoples then created the Ottoman Empire and migrated to the areas of
Russia. Now we have people starting to intermarry. We have the Turkic, becoming
the Rus, and the Germanic tribes converting into Judaism. In the 1400 the Holy
Roman Empire is now creating new Jews named the Ashkenazi. They are now
migrating to Israel and claiming to be Semtic Hebrews. We also have in Israel the
original slave masters called the NABATAEANS which are know today as Arabs.
The NABATAEANS and the Germanic tribes intermarry and become an extention of
the Tribes of Gog and Magog. Okay now we can read the Book of Ezekiel Chapter
37. I advice you to download this transcript, read the blogs and educate yourself, so
we can properly destroy the system of the beast.
Second Break: ( Audio File – Carole Alston - Malcolm X Come By YAH)

Speak Live! - Rise of the Black Messiah - EZEKIEL 37 the valley of Dry
Bones – Free at Last, Free at last, Thank AHYAH our YAHUAH, we are free at
last.
Welcome back my name is Da-wid Yacob Maccabeus also known as Plahu Yacob
ZakkiYYAH the (Teacher). I am going to read to you the book called Ezekiel. We
will focus on Chapter 37 verses 1-28, So if you have your Bible I would like you to
follow along. Now I am going to lay some ground work, the original name of Ezekiel
is YAH- KHAZQ meaning, “AHYAH will Strengthen” or, “AHYAH is my
strength”. You will find this TRUTH when your seek out the root. Now I am going
to make a statement here: Also make sure you download all of my broadcast with the
transcripts so that those that fear do not twist my words. Like they Twist out story. I
would also advice those of you, if you can record this message live. Please record this
message now. Keep listening to my past and present broadcast, there are many things
in my broadcast that have to be heard more the once. I teach in layers, like the Martial
Arts, there are deeper meanings behind the meaning. Like a poem, if you do not
know the heart of the poet, the meaning of the Poem is lost. Therefore know your
teachers. Now I say this because, I want you to know me as a person before you listen
to me. Use your spirit to look into my spirit and know that our DNA is vibrating on

the same frequency. Our heart beats are beating the same rhythm. The blood that
flows in my veins, is the same Blood that flowed in the veins of our Ancestors.
The Blood of Truth, Love and Respect for this Planet, the Blood that pushes the will
to do what’s right. No matter how much they tried to dilute our Blood,
We..Still..Rise. Therefore just because the story you have been told about your
religion, is not the whole-truth, it dose not mean that there is not a TRUE story.
YAHUSHUAH was a representation of this truth. His name means to Established, to
Work, to Reveal, to Support, to Guide you to AHYAH. Many of us use the name
YAH, which is rooted in the name YAHushuah. The second part of this name, we
see the symbol of Teeth the SHIN, this means is to sharply separate, to press with
force like grinding, this also means to eat or to be nourished. YAH-SH- U-AH. Now
here is the question. What is YahuSHuah tearing apart? He is tearing apart the
deceptions and lies. This is why they had to hide his name and change it to Jesus.
They re translators understood the power of names. YAHUSHUAH means the
Teacher of Righteousness. What dose the name Jesus mean???
Now that is a question that you should be able to answer instantly. Did you know that
Jesus is YAHUSHUAH? Did you know that YAHUSHUAH is YAHUAH and
YAHUSH is AHYAH? You will only know this if You seek it out yourself. This is
very personal. Seek and YE shall find. There is a real true story out there. A story that
will give you Strength and Power! But first you have to pour out that old wine. The
whole bottle, if someone put a few drops of Strychnine in your wine, would you drink
it? Well someone put Strychnine in your wine. 1% poison in 99% of fresh water will
kill you in time. The 1% demonic elite are controlling 99% of our planet and look at
the state of our Planet. So now! What's is the True story? Is his name Jesus or
YAHUSHUAH? Are the names of the Hebrews Judah or Yahudah? Is the ethnicity of
the people European, Semtic Arabs or (African Egyptians-Black Hebrews-NegrosMoors-Muslims-Blacks-African Americans) or Africans? Are they called Israelites or
Yisraelites? Is it Jacob, James or Yacob? So are the people called Jews or Yews? If
there is no J in the 1611 King James Bible, then what is a I-EW? So are the I-EWS
the IUDAHs? Is this letter I a replacement for the name of YAH?
Think about all of the unanswered Question. The meaning of the word Quest is to
investigate, or a “ long and difficult effort to find or do something” therefore it takes
work. Which is the first symbol in the name of YAHUSHUAH Y the arm =
(Work,Throw,Worship). Are you starting to see?
Deuteronomy chapter 4: Verses 2,
“Ye shall not add unto the word which I command you, neither shall ye diminish
ought from it, that ye may keep the commandments of AHYAH our YAHUAH
which I command you.” Yet they hid the name of YAH changed the YAH to the
letters I, then changed it to a letter J. They changed YAHudah to I-EW then to Jew.
They hid the name YAHUAH and called him the Germanic word lord and hid the
name of AHYAH and replaced it with a 6th Century, Proto-Indo-European, Germanic

word called God. This is in their history.
So now let me read to you Ezekiel Chapter 37, in the way the Proto-Indo-European,
Germanic tribes would like you to hear. “ The LORD was upon me, and carried me
out in the spirit of the LORD, and set me down in the midst of the valley which was
full of bones. ” Now how did that feel??? Very bland!
Now let me read it with Power.
AHYAH will strengthen(YAH-KHAZQ), Chapter 37 1-28 Verses One.
“ The hand of YAHUAH was upon me, and carried me out in the spirit of AHYAH,
and set me down in the midst of the valley which was full of bones, And caused me to
pass by them round about: and, behold, there were very many in the open valley; and,
lo, they were very dry.”
Comment: Now like I said follow along with me with your Bibles and Record this
message. This word bones means Power. This word dry means to be Ashamed.
And he said unto me, Son of man, can these bones live? And I answered, O AHYAH,
thou knowest. Again he said unto me, Prophesy upon these bones, and say unto them,
O ye dry bones, hear the word of YAHUAH.”
Comment: This is asking a question. Is there still Power in these bones of shame?
Thus saith AHYAH unto these bones; Behold, I will cause breath to enter into you,
and ye shall live: And I will lay sinews upon you, and will bring up flesh upon you,
and cover you with skin, and put breath in you, and ye shall live; and ye shall know
that I am YAHUAH.
Comment: Okay now this message is very important. If you have a Strongs
Concordance at hand grab it. If not download this broadcast, and later when you have
time listen to it again. Now this word breath is Hebrews 7307, it is pronounced (RooAKH). Roo-AKH means: life, anger, air, blast, breath, cool, courage, mind, spirit.
The prime root of this word RooAKH is H7306; this means “ to accept, to make of
quick understanding “. Next we see in Chapter 37 this word Sinews, H1517, it means
“ Tendon “, this is the deep tissue. Now keep this in mind because Sinews has a
DEEPER meaning. This word Sinew references H1464 this means to attack or invade
it means (Gawdad), and this word Gawdad references; H1413 “ to crowed in mass, to
gather with troops “, the word is pronounced (Gawdad), Gawdad references H1461
which is a primitive root word. Now listen to how AHYAH teaches us. This word
H1461 goes to H1462 pronounced Gawbe, “ the locust or the grasshopper “. How
many of you know whom who the locust is? The one that consumes the earth? Now,
if we end here we will miss the teaching. The next word after the prime root is H1463
pronounced Gog. And it Reads: “ Of uncertain derivation; Gog, the name of an
Israelite, also of (some northern nation: - Gog)...no not some Northern Nation it is
called Khazaria, Russia, Armania the home of Gog and Magog. The origin of the

Proto-Indo-European Germanic tribes that hid the names in Our story.
Are you starting to see?
Now how dose this fit with Ezekiel Chapter 37? Well if you know whom the enemy
then you will know your enemy. Ezekiel Chapter 37 is saying, YAHUAH is freeing
us from the Nabataean and Germanic tribes of Gog, that brought us to shame. “ I
will lay sinews upon you, and will bring up flesh upon you, and cover you with skin,
and put breath in you, and ye shall live”
Now this word Flesh H1320 is H1319; Now lets find the deeper meaning. Listen to
what it says; Flesh H1320 is “ A primitive root; properly to be fresh, that is, full, to
announce - messenger, preach, publish, shew forth, (bear, bring, carry, preach, good,
tell good) tidings. “and ye shall know that I am YAHUAH.”
AHYAH is telling us right here. You are my special Powerful people. I am freeing
you from the system of Babylon, the system of the Beast and it's children called Gog
and Magog. Also known as Saxe Coburg Gotha, the House of Saud, the Rockefeller,
the Rothschild, the Parasitic Elite class. I am freeing you from bondage and slavery.
You have been brought to shame in front of the whole world....Now think about this.
This word Dry Bones means Shame and Power. We come from a place they call
Egypt where the mighty pyramids of Gaza dwell. A place called Africa where the
Kingdom of Kush, the Kingdom of Mali, the Kingdom of Akzum and the Kingdoms
of Sudan. Think about the richest man that ever lived Mansa Musa I of Mali. This
was Africa, long before the Europeans agreed to destroy her.
And from Africa comes a powerful special people. Remember when Jesse Owens put
the Nazi'z to shame and out matched their Aryan athletes. How about Muhammad Ali
the Greatest. Still to this day we have powerful athletes like Usain Bolt of Jamaica
the fastest man that ever lived, alive today. We are a powerful people. How about
Michael Jordan he still the best to play the game. Shelly-Ann Fraser-Pryce of Jamaca
the fastest women on the Planet today, Carmelita Jeter and Florence Griffith Joyner.
Look at music, Michael Jackson top entertainer, top dancer and a good soul. Spiritual
leaders like Martin Luther King, El-Hajj Malik El-Shabazz also known as Malcome
X. How about “ The Women Like Moses “, Harriet Tubman my Hero. Look at the
hate fighters and peace warriors like Angela Davis, Kwame Ture also known as
Stokely Carmichael, Huey P Newton, Bobby Seals, H Rap Brown, Rosa
Parks,Medgar Wiley Evers and Steve Cokely. Even Oprah Winfrey the only Africa
America Billionaire, and out of over a thousands Billionaires she is at the bottom of
the list, Yet her spirit shines the brightest. Look at the African Freedom fighters, like
Tata Madiba Hamba Kakuhle how is Nelson Mandela, Winnie Mandela, Marcus
Garvey, Kwame Nkrumah, Patrice Lumumba. And look at our history. We now know
that Yahushuah, Muhammad, Ali, Fatimah, Akhnaten, Nefertiti, Queen Tiye and
YAH-KHAZQ are our people. I can go on and on how powerful these dry bones are.
This is why this word Bones means Power can you see it?

Yet this world that is run by the system of Babylon, is showing the world our shame.
They show Slavery, Bondage and crack cocaine, think about it!
“ And he said unto me, Son of man, can these bones(powerful people) live? And I
answered, O AHYAH, thou knowest. Again he said unto me, Prophesy upon these
bones(powerful people), and say unto them, O ye dry(Shameful) bones(powerful
people), hear the word of YAHUAH. Thus saith YAHUSH unto these
bones(powerful people); Behold, I will cause breath(RooAKH – Understanding I
will cause a knowing in your spirit.) to enter into you, and ye shall live: And I will
lay sinews(a deep knowledge of your enemy.) upon you, and will bring up flesh(the
message) upon you, and cover you with skin( this is H5782 a Primitive root word,
meaning, to awake, lift up, stir up, rise - OOR), and put breath(Knowledge) in
you, and ye shall live; and ye shall know that I am AHYAH “.
AHYAH is telling you that your shame is laid on you by these Parasites the 1%
demonic elite. He is speaking to a powerful people that the world sees as poor and
weak. A people that do not control their land, a people that have no land and a people
in a strange land. AHYAH is saying I see your Shame, your dryness, but I am going
to use you to show this wicked world that my word is TRUTH. AHYAH will breath
the breath of understanding in you. AHYAH will bring flesh upon you which is the
Message of TRUTH. AHYAH will cover you with Skin he will wake you up to
who you are. AHYAH will add sinews a deep knowledge of your History, so you can
see how this beast brought us to shame. By doing this this world will know that
AHYAH all praise exist. Then we will be the people and messengers of AHYAH. We
will tell this wicked world that I am that I am, I am AHYAH the creator of it all. And
I am here to set you FREE! Can you see it?
AHYAH will strengthen: Chapter 37 Verses SEVEN;
“ So I prophesied as I was commanded: and as I prophesied, there was a noise, and
behold a shaking, and the bones came together, bone to his bone. And when I beheld,
lo, the sinews and the flesh came up upon them, and the skin covered them above:
but there was no breath(understanding) in them. “
Comment: Okay now like I said this word Skin is H5783 pronounced ORR is the
Prime-root word H5782 OOR, “ (rather identical with H5783 through the idea of
opening the eyes); to wake (literally or figuratively): - (a-) wake (-n, up), lift up
(self), X master, raise (up), stir up (self). “ So the covering of the Skin is us waking
up. Also we see this word Roo Akh breath again. Roo-AKH means: life, anger, air,
blast, breath, cool, courage, mind, spirit. The prime root word of Roo-AKH means;
is H7306; this means “ to accept, to make of quick understanding.”
But what dose it say?...”but there was no breath in them!” There was no
understanding, no courage, there was no anger. This is saying that The Hebrews Of
the Seed of Yacob have to accept who they are. Then they will know what they did

not know.Then they will understand what they did not understand. Then after they
Accept that they did not know, they will get Angry. Then the spirit of AHYAH will
give you Breath(Understanding). This is a process family.
AHYAH will strengthen: Chapter 37 Verses NINE;
“ Then said he unto me, Prophesy unto the wind, prophesy, son of man, and say to
the wind, Thus saith YAHUAH; Come from the four winds, O breath, and breathe
upon these slain, that they may live. “
Comment: Okay now this is very important to comprehend. If you notice this verse
has the word wind Three times and the word breath twice. This word wind is H7307
which is also Roo-AKH. So why did they place the word wind and not breath?
Because the Proto-Indo-European Germanic tribes, that re Translated Our Story are
tring to hide something. This is also AHYAH telling US to dig deeper. Now take a
look at the Hieroglyph, which are the Ancient Hebrew, the Sacred Carvings of your
ancestors. This word Roo-AKH has three symbols.
Resh = First, Top, Beginning,
Waw = Add, Secure, Hook,
Hhet = Outside, Divide, Half
“ Then said he unto me, Prophesy unto the wind, prophesy, son of man, and say to
the wind, Thus saith YAHUAH; Come from the four winds, O breath, and breathe
upon these slain, that they may live. “
Wind the Roo-AKH. Who are the first, the top, the beginning? Who are the ones
that are divided, Outside of society the 3rd world nation? Who are the ones that
YAHUSHUAH added, secured and hooked on to himself? These are the powerful
people called Hebrews of the Seed Of Yacob. This is the Wind.
Now what is he saying to the Wind? Wind get outside of, divide yourself, half or
split. This is saying we need to separate ourselves from this system of the beast. ALL
OF US. Think about it. How can the system of Babylon exist if we do not
participate. We have to stop participating in our own bondage. “ I Freed a Thousand
slaves. I could have Freed a Thousand more if only they knew they were slaves. “
Mama Moses is telling us We Have To Know Who We Are. Think about the
collective power of over 1 Billion people. We can starve this beast out with just a
thought. It is an IDEA that changes the world...AN IDEA! Now what did our
Ancestor Mama Moses say “ Every great dream begins with a dreamer. Always
remember, you have within you the strength, the patience, and the passion to
reach for the stars to change the world. ” Harrit Tubman.
“ Then said he unto me, Prophesy unto the wind, prophesy, son of man, and say to
the wind, Thus saith YAHUAH; Come from the four winds ” AHYAH is saying

come together my people, come out of Babylon separate from this beast, grow your
own food, build your own economy, Starve that parasite out. Free yourself. Let there
cheap crap root on the shelf. Do not eat their poison.
Your enemy hates you, why do we let him feed you? The Winds are in South
America, North America, the Caribbean, Europe, and Africa. Come from the four
corners of the Earth with an IDEA. Starve this Parasite to death. They are feed off of
our forced labour. Therefore they will not live if we do not feed them. This is why we
already won. Just knowing this is a GREAT Dream an IDEA.
“ Come from the four winds (People of AHYAH), O breath(Understanding,
Knowledge), and breathe upon these slain, that they may live. “
At the present state of our Planet, we see the parasites hoarding all of the worlds
wealth, they are causing wars in Africa with groups like Africon and the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization NATO. We see them killing Muammar al-Gaddafi,
because he did not get with the program. He was building bridge of life for Africans
with the “ Great Man Made River ” project. It was network of pipes that supplies
water from the Sahara Desert in Libya, from the Nubian Sandstone Aquifer System
fossil aquifer. This project took decades to build, but a few NATO booms destroyed
it. The North Atlantic Treaty Organization is this army of the Beast Gog and Magog.
You see this Beast is celebrating, they are giving gifts to one another because they
believe that we are slain...
Revelations 11: “ And their dead bodies shall lie in the street of the great city, which
spiritually is called Sodom(the Germanic tribes) and Egypt(the Nabateans tribes),
where also YAHUSHUAH was crucified. And they of the people and kindreds and
tongues and nations shall see their dead bodies three days and an half, (This is from
the time of Islam 740 AD till the year 2000 AD 1260 years of Celebrating.) and shall
not suffer their dead bodies to be put in graves.(They used the religions Islam and
Christianity the Two Witness that are wrapped in Sackcloth, the dead sea scrolls to
deceive the whole world. )
And they that dwell upon the earth shall rejoice over them, and make merry, and shall
send gifts one to another; because these two prophets tormented them that dwelt on
the earth.(They knew it was over, so they usurped the movements, and in the year 740
AD, the year that the Turkic people, the “War like people” converted into Judaism
and deceived the world. ) And after three days and an half the Spirit of life from
AHYAH entered into them, and they stood upon their feet; and great fear fell upon
them which saw them... AHYAH will strengthen: Chapter 37(The Dry Bones)...Can
you see?
These parasites know I am speaking the Truth. They are in shock right no, because
they are watching Prophecy being fulfilled LIVE! All Praise AHYAH.

AHYAH will strengthen: Chapter 37 Verses TEN;
“ So I prophesied as he commanded me, and the breath came into them, and they
lived, and stood up upon their feet, an exceeding great army. Then he said unto me,
Son of man, these bones are the whole house of Israel: behold, they say, Our bones
are dried, and our hope is lost: we are cut off for our parts. “
Comment: Okay know knowing what you know, if you agree with me about this
name Israel. Is this name a representation of the people of AHYAH? You should
know that this name Israel means, “He will rule as El”. Now do you see the name EL
or do you see the name YAH in Is-Ra-El? Now keep this in mind EL means to Twists
man, to Yoke man, to enslave man. EL is the god of the occult. The god of the hidden
ones is EL and EL is RA.
Lesson: Okay now I am going to do a brief lesson on the occult gods, so there can
not be any-more confusion. Now listen to this: “The major cult centre of Ra was
Heliopolis (called Iunu, "Place of Pillars", in Egyptian), where he was identified with
the local sun-god Atum. Through Atum, or as Atum-Ra, he was also seen as the first
being and the originator of the Ennead, consisting of Shu and Tefnut, Geb and Nut,
Osiris, Set, Isis and Nephthys.
Now what is an Ennead? The Ennead (Ancient Greek: meaning a collection of nine
things) was a group of nine deities in Egyptian mythology. Now look at this number
9, this is the Great Cycle, 25920, 2160, 1260, 720, 72, 36, 27, 18, and 9. This is the
number 666 which is 9, The number of the Beast. The god is called RA, and RA is
also called EL. So this is a hidden name with in a name. Israel is Is-Ra-El. This is
asking a question everytime you say it. This gives power to the deity names RA. Now
I know this is hard for many to accept, but how can you Know What You Do Not
Know? Now Why Is Ra El? Because those that rewrote the scriptures from the
Hieroglyph, the priests carvings do not worship AHYAH. They worship themselves.
They are the dying gods.
And it reads: “ In later Egyptian dynastic times, Ra was merged with the god Horus,
as Re-Horakhty ("Ra, who is Horus of the Two Horizons"). He was believed to rule in
all parts of the created world: the sky, the earth, and the underworld.
He was associated with the falcon or hawk. When in the New Kingdom the god
Amun rose to prominence he was fused with Ra as Amun-Ra.(You see he was fused,
meaning he was losing power and influence, so he became Amun-Ra)
Okay now listen up: “ During the Amarna Period, Akhenaten suppressed the cult of
Ra in favour of another solar deity, the Aten, the deified solar disc, but after the death
of Akhenaten the cult of Ra was restored.” Now here is where you have to take my
research, and do your own research on this topic. This is where the religion we know
as Judaism comes from. I know it sounds shocking, but even the great Jewish
physiologist named Sigmund Freud came to this conclusion.

Here is a quote from a wikipedia source and it reads:
“ The idea of Akhenaten as the pioneer of a monotheistic religion that later became
Judaism has been considered by various scholars. One of the first to mention this was
Sigmund Freud, the founder of psycho-analysis, in his book Moses and Monotheism.
Freud argued that Moses had been an Aten-ist priest forced to leave Egypt with his
followers after Akhenaten's death.
Freud argued that Akhenaten was striving to promote monotheism, something that the
biblical Moses was able to achieve. Following his book, the concept entered popular
consciousness and serious research.”
Okay now did you hear that? This is what I have been saying for sometime now. I
discovered this when I started researching Akhenaten. I did not know this when I
first started doing these broadcast. I was very ignorant. I did not yet have the Breath(Knowledge of AHYAH) I was a Shameful (Dry) yet Powerful (Bone) person. So I
was at odds with the Kemet Researchers. Now I over-stand. I know that this is VERY
IMPORTANT to our story. WHY? Because Monotheism was not a concept until
after Akhenaten after the year 1360 BC. Now ask yourself a question. Dose
knowing this take away your knowledge of AHYAH or add to your knowledge of
AHYAH? Well of course it ADDS this is part of the meaning of the name
RooAHK(Breath - Understanding). Think of it like this, it is the concept of
conception. The Concept of Conception. This is how AHYAH teaches. Everything in
nature has a beginning. The concept of Monotheism was not needed prior to the
invasion of the Shepherd Kings from the north, and the East. Lets look at History,
Egypt was at war in the 9th and 10th Dynasties, and in the 11th Dynasty the country is
unified. This means gods are changing. We have the Second Intermediate Period of
Egypt around 1800 BC till around 1650 BC then after we see the start of the New
Kingdom and the 18th Dynasty. This means gods are changing. Now keep this in
mind. In the Second Intermediate period the Shepherd Kings enter in to Egypt. The
indigenous people of the land now known as Nubian Egyptians, called them the
foreigners. The foreign rulers, the Shepherd Kings, the Hyksos.
Comment: Now why am I going through all of this information? Because you have
to know this information. You have to know the difference, between a Jewish Hyksos
Israelite, and a Hebrew Egyptian of the seed of Yacob. I did a video called Time line
of the Occult and the Great Cycle. In this video I show a film, directed by James
Cameron “The Exodus Decoded”
Here is information concerning this film, And it Reads,
“A 2006 documentary film by Simcha Jacobovici, The Exodus Decoded, postulates
that the eruption of the Santorini Island volcano caused all the biblical plagues
described against Egypt. The documentary presents this date as corresponding to the
time of the Biblical Moses. The film asserts that the Hyksos were the Israelites and
that some of them may have originally been from Mycenae. The film also suggests
that these original Mycenaean Israelites fled Egypt (which they had in fact ruled for

some time) after the eruption, and went back to Mycenae. The Pharaoh of the Exodus
is identified with Ahmose I.” Now did you hear that? Keep in mind, (Everything in
nature has a beginning. The concept of Monotheism was not needed prior to the
invasion of the Shepherd Kings from the north and the East. ) Now imagine, before
the eruption, the area of Santorini is a paradise. On this island, you have clear blue
water at the beach, you look up and see clear skies and the soil is fertile.
Now we are told that this area is believed to be Atlantis. Now guess what happen to
Atlantis? You see Atlantis had a major problem. The builders of Atlantis built their
paradise on an active Volcano. It is called The Santorini Volcano. This volcano
erupted in the years 1950 BC, 1940 BC, 1925 BC, 1866 BC, 1707 BC, 1650 BC and
1570 BC. This is why, the foreign rulers, the Shepherd Kings, the Hyksos of the
Aegean Sea usurped Egypt. This is also how the Hyksos became the Scythians.
How? Well because they shared the Aegean Sea. The Aegean Sea, connects to the
Black Sea, the Black Sea, connects the people of Ukraine, Russia, Georgia, Bulgaria
Serbia, Romania these people are the ancestors of the Khazarian Empire.
Okay now THINK! The year is 1550 BC, the native so-called Nubian Egyptians take
back control of Egypt from the Hyksos. The Pharaoh at this time is named KAMoses. Here is a brief description of this name KA; “ The Ka (kꜣ) was the
Egyptian concept of vital essence, that which distinguishes the difference between a
living and a dead person, with death occurring when the ka left the body. “
So the name of the first Pharaoh that took back Egypt was KAMOSES which means
Son of LIFE. His wife is named AH-Hotep II, son of AH-Hotep. AH-Hotep means
YAH is satisfied. AH-Hotep is the Mother of AH-Moses I. AH-Moses I means, Son
of YAH, or Born of YAH. Now keep this in mind, at this time the name YAH meant
Moon, not Moon god, but like the Moon. Okay now think! This is the year 1550 BC,
if you need to track time, and cycles for farming, how would you do this? How would
you do this in Eygpt in the year 1500 BC? Well you would use nature, you would use
the Moon (YAH). Therefore the moon was very important to your life at this time. So
now look at those names YAH is Satisfied and YAH had a son, AH- Hotep, AHMoses I. The giver of life at this time was the Moon (YAH). The first ruler of the 18th
Dynasty is named KA-MOSES and KA mean Breath or Life. Now if we us our
imagination we can see a story developing here, based on the characteristics of the
names. We can also see how the gods changed from ruler to ruler based on the names.
All of this took place, 300 years before Akhenaten, and at least 1200 years before the
conception of the religion called Judaism. Think about it. I hope people are starting
to see. Now I am going to read a few paragraphs from Sigmund Freud's book. So that
you can see that this information agrees.

Moses and Monotheism pg 33 Chapter 2:
“ IN Part I of this book I have tried to strengthen by a new argument the suggestion
that the man Moses, the liberator and law-giver of the Jewish people, was not a Jew,
but an Egypt-ian. That his name derived from the Egyptian vocabulary had long been
observed, though not duly appreciated. I added to this consideration the further one

that the interpretation of the exposure myth attaching to Moses necessitated the
conclusion that he was an Egyptian whom a people needed to make into a Jew. At the
end of my essay I said that important and far-reaching conclusions could be drawn
from the suggestion that Moses was an Egyptian; but I was not prepared to uphold
them publicly, since they were based only on psychological probabilities and lacked
objective proof.” (Now keep in mind Freud wrote this in 1939)
“ The more significant the possibilities thus discerned the more cautious is one about
exposing them to the critical attack of the outside world without any secure
foundation like an iron monument with feet of clay. probability, however seductive,
can protect us from error; even if all parts of a problem seem to fit together like the
pieces of a jigsaw puzzle,one has to remember that the probable need not
necessarily be the truth and the truth not always probable.
And, lastly, it is not attractive to be classed with the scholastics and Talmudists who
are satisfied to exercise their ingenuity unconcerned how far removed their
conclusions maybe from the truth ”
Comment: Now did you hear that? Sigmund Freud was arguing the Truth.

Moses and Monotheism pg 41 Chapter 3:
“ We venture now to draw the following conclusion: if Moses was an Egyptian and if
he transmitted to the Jews his own religion then it was that of Ikhnaton, the Aton
religion. We compared earlier the Jewish religion with the religion of the Egyptian
people and noted how different they were from each other. Now we shall compare the
Jewish with the Aton religion and should expect to find that they were originally
identical. We know that this is no easy task. Of the Aton religion we do not perhaps
know enough, thanks to the revengeful spirit of the Amon priests. ”
(The Amon priest religion is the leftover religion of Hyksos. Remeber Amon,
became Amon-RA.)
“ The Mosaic religion we know only in its final form as it was fixed by Jewish
priests in the time after the Exile about 800 years later. (Now think about the time
frame Sigmund Freud is presenting. 800 years after the Exodus. So we have 1300
BC minus 800 years is around 500 BC. Which is with in 100 years of Ezekiel and
Jeremiah. ) If, in spite of this unpromising material,we should find some indications
fitting in with our supposition then we may indeed value them highly.
1 Erman, /.., p. 90: " Of Osiris and his realm no more was to be heard." Breasted,
Dawn of Conscience, p. 291: "Osiris is completely ignored. He is never mentioned in
any record of Ikhnaton or in any of the tombs at Amarna."
A. Weigall, I.e., p. 103, " Akhnaton did not permit any graven image to be made of
the Aton. The true God, said the king, had no form; and he held to this opinion
throughout his life."
1 Weigall (The Life and Times of Akhnaton, 1923, p. 121) says that Ikhnaton would
not recognize a hell against the terrors of which one had to guard by innumerable

magic spells. " Akhnaton flung all these formulas into the fire. Djins, bogies, spirits,
monsters,demigods and Osiris himself with all his court, were swept into the blaze
and reduced to ashes."
Okay now I can not spend any more time on “The concept of conception”, but I want
people to know this information. Sigmund Freud said what I found to be Truth. I
found Sigmund Freud’s book Moses and Monotheism while, researching this
information. Sigmund Freud is just confirmation to what AHYAH has lead me to
find. “ Seek and Ye shall find.” Okay now lets tie all of this together.
You now understand that the Hyksos brought their gods into Egypt.
The gods came from the Northern area, which are the areas of the Aegean Sea and the
Black Sea. This area is the future home of the Khazars. You also know that the
Hyksos where chased out of Egypt by a deity that the indigenous people of the land
called KA which means Breath or Life and a god of seasons named YAH. This
happened in the year 1550 BC. You know that in the year 1350 BC we have an
Egyptian ruler named Akhnaton. Akhnaton is the 10th ruler down from KA-Moses
or AH-Moses I. You now know that AH-MOSE I means the Son Of YAH and his
mother was named AH-Hotep which means YAH is Satisfied.
Now this information is going to give your power. Why? Because now we know why
the enemy keeps winning. How? Our enemy know more about us, then we know
about our selves. As you can see we have been at war with this Beast for thousands of
years. Now what is one of the number one rule of War according to Sun Tzu?
“ If you know the enemy and know yourself, you need not fear the result of a
hundred battles. If you know yourself but not the enemy, for every victory
gained you will also suffer a defeat. If you know neither the enemy nor
yourself, you will succumb in every battle. “
How many of us know this information, before today? Well our enemy knows. He
knows it so well, he awards himself doctorate degrees, writes books and changes
stories.
“ To know your Enemy, you must become your Enemy “ Sun Tzu
How many times did the Hyksos, Scythian, Greeks, Nabataeans and Khazarians,
become us? Well first they became the Egyptians, then the Jews, then the Christians,
then the Muslims and then the Jews again, and now they call then selves British
Israelites.
“ To know your Enemy, you must become your Enemy “ Sun Tzu
Our enemy is an expert in this book. We are dealing with “the people of War” the
people that came into the land of Egypt why back in the 1800s BC during the 11th

Dynasty. The people the Egyptians called the foreigners rulers came from the Aegean
sea, the area of the Black sea, the area of the Turkic people. The Egyptians called
them the invaders from the North. History claims they are of the linage of Tiras
through Japheth, and Thor the god of War is their god.
They are now known as Turkic People. The Turkic people are known as the Turkish
Ottomen Empire, the Uyghurs, the Huns (have you ever heard of Attila the Hun) the
Bulgars, the Scythians and the Khazars. These are the same people that we see today
posing as Hebrews. Now do you think they know Sun Tzu, the Art of War? Our
enemy uses this book so much that they pass it out on Wall Street. This book is
obsolete now. They upgraded, to the Bhagavad Gita. Now what did that theoretical
physicist J. Robert Oppenheimer the creator of the Nuclear Boom say:
And I Quote:
“ We knew the world would not be the same. A few people laughed, a few people
cried, most people were silent. I remembered the line from the Hindu scripture, the
Bhagavad-Gita. Vishnu is trying to persuade the Prince that he should do his duty and
to impress him takes on his multi-armed form and says, "Now, I am become Death,
the destroyer of worlds." I suppose we all thought that one way or another. “
Now think about this, they no longer need Sun Tzu, they can now destroy the World.
They have graduated to Vishnu total destruction, and we are still learning how to play
Chess, a game invented by our enemy. This enemy is destroying us because we do
not know our story. They have rewritten our story, they have taken our gods and turn
them into their religion, they have hidden the names of our gods, they have hidden
and changed the names of our Queens and Kings, they have replaced key elements in
our story, so we can not learn from our mistakes. The enemy is not in power because
he is smarter then us, the enemy is not in power because he is stronger then us. The
enemy is in now limited soon to be taken away power, because he is a CON-man.
Our enemy know us better then we know our selves. The enemy understood that the
one thing we would fight to the death for is our God. A unified people worshipping
one God is a powerful foe. Sun Tzu - “ He will win whose army is animated by the
same spirit throughout all its ranks “
During the time of Ancient Egypt when Atlantis was destroyed the first time, was the
year 1950 BC. Soon after Egypt was at war. At this time the Hyksos came from the
North and settled around Egypt, and we read that from around 1900 BC down till the
11th Dynasty the people of War the Hyksos were a peacefully. Why? Because they
knew. You can not defeat a Unified powerful people under one God, and they used
our power against us. What is that power? Our Love for AHYAH.
Now at this time we have to comprehend a few things. This is One Thousand Five
Hundred years before Judaism. This was a process. We knew AHYAH as KA the
spirit of Breath or Life. We knew AHYAH as the Moon because of times and
seasons. We knew AHYAH as Truth, Balance, Order, Law, Morality and Justice

which is Maat the foundation of our spirituality. If a people lived by these standards,
then how could they be corrupted? The gods of Ancient Egypt named Amun, THoth
and RA were changed when the Hyksos came to town. The Hyksos worshipped a god
by the name of Apep or Apophis the snake or Dragon god.
History tells us that the Serpent god existed from the time of the 8th Dynasty. They
call it the First Intermediate Period of Egypt 2185 BC till 2055 BC.
They tell us the Serpent god, the Dragon was the Enemy of RA, he was the opponent
of light and Maat. The opponent of Truth, Balance, Order, Law, Morality and
Justice. Okay now if the serpent god is the god of the Hyksos. If the little dragons
from Medina is the god of the Parasites. Is there any question about what happen to
the people of Egypt. Now think about the time frame. The Hyksos leave we try to get
back to Ma'at, but what happens? Amun is now Amun RA with a twist, Thoth is now
Thoth Ra with a Twist. The powerful peaceful people of Egypt, before the Serpent,
were unified under our creator, with one understanding and belief. Our core values
where Truth, Balance, Order, Law, Morality and Justice. But now we are in
trouble. Now think about the Bible. The Serpent sewed the seed in the Garden of
Eden.

Moses and Monotheism pg 41 Chapter 3:
And it Reads: “ Akhnaton did not permit any graven image to be made of the Aten.
The true God, said the king, had no form; and he held to this opinion throughout his
life. and he wrote into law. ”
Brother and Sisters are you starting to see why they destroyed our Story?
”My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast rejected
knowledge, I will also reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest to me: seeing thou hast
forgotten the law of YAHUAH, I will also forget thy children.”
Third Break: ( Audio File – Sun Tzu, Hebrew Music and Harriet AH-Hotep
poem) 120 MIN MARK

Speak Live! - Rise of the Black Messiah - EZEKIEL 37 the valley of Dry
Bones – Free at Last, Free at last, Thank AHYAH our YAHUAH, we are free at
last.
Welcome back Friends and Family we will now continue with the Book of Ezekiel.
Before I continue I would like to make a statement. For many years now I have
looked at the Ancient Hebrew pictographs, the Strong's Concordance, the many
Biblical Doctrinaires like Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible, Unger's and others. I
even bought books on how to read Ancient Hebrews from Jeff Benner, but one thing
always bothers me. Why do these people still support the lie? If they know that the
Ancient Hebrew/Egyptian writings come from Egypt. And they also know that the socalled Nubian people look nothing like the German Ashkenazi. Then why do they

still lie? How can we trust THEIR translations or their interpretations of the Ancient
Egyptian Priest Carvings? If they are unwilling to tell us that the people that we see
today in Israel are not the original then how can we trust them as teachers?
Jeremiah Chapter 17
“ The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked: who can know it?
I YAHUAH search the heart, I try the reins, even to give every man according to his
ways, and according to the fruit of his doings. “
I say this to remind you to ask AHYAH to open your heart and guide YOU to this
information. I am just a man trying to find the truth about my people. Why did (god)
let this happen to us? Why are all of the Ancient Egyptian statutes disfigured, with
their lips and nose hacked off? How can a world allow over 400 years of slavery,
murder and sell hundreds of millions into bondage? Why is there third world counties
living of less then a 2 dollar a day? Who and what is White Supremacy?
“ The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked: who can know it? “
Therefore ask AHYAH our YAHUAH to guide you and open your heart, because
those that are controlling our planet are desperately wicked, now lets put an end to
their reign of pure 100%, no additives, pure grade evil.

The Book of Ezekiel: AHYAH will strengthen: Chapter 37 Verses ELEVEN;
Then he said unto me, Son of man, these bones are the whole house of Israel: behold,
they say, Our bones are dried, and our hope is lost: we are cut off for our parts.
Comment: Okay now we should know that this name Israel means “He will rule as
El”, but I want to make a statement here. I have been hard on the use of this name
because it is being used by our enemies to fool the world. I wanted to make a clear
distinction, between the Hebrew of the Seed of Yacob, and the Jewish Israelites of the
Scythians.
Now that we have a clear over-standing, we can consciously take back this name
YIsrael, but give it a more defined meaning. In the story of Yacob, we are told he
wrestles with God, but we find out that the god is an EL. Therefore we have to look
at this event in two ways, as historical fact or as an allegory. If we can (over-stand)
and see this event as an allegory, then what is the deeper meaning? Well lets take a
second look at this name Is-Ra-El.
“ Then he said unto me, Son of man, these bones are the whole house of Israel “
Isreal H3478 Yisrael, this name consist of H410 which means El or god and H8280
which means Sarah- Saw Raw this is a primitive root word that means PREVAIL or
to have power. Now we look at this word H8280 Sarah, and this word references
H8269 Sar this word means a head person, Captian, Chief, General, Master, Prince,
Ruler etc... This word Sar H8269 references, H8323 SARAR, which is a prime-root

word. This word means to have dominion, or to make self a prince, rule.
So therefore this means Sar = (to Rule) and El = (Leader) the people that rule or the
Kings of the Earth. Now keep this in mind who named who? The name Yacob means
to hold back, to seize by the heel, to circumvent, to in-close or to hold back. Okay so
what is this allegory of Yacob wrestling with a god telling us?
Well if we are now calling our selves Israel, then we can now look at this allegory as
a prophecy and lets do what Yacob was named to do. Usurp the beast! Lets do to
him what he has done to us. Lets take the name he changed to Israel, with full
knowledge of his crime. Acknowledge boldly what the Jewish Israelites has done
and take back our name and our power. But you have to explain why you are now an
Israelite. Israel has done many bad things in the name of god. The State of Israel is at
war with the World. Think about the Crimes commented against the people of Gaza.
Think about how they lobby nations for war. Do you really want to be move into the
house of a criminal? If you move in his house, his enemies become your enemies. We
have to put new wine in new bottles.
You can no longer claim ignorance when you hear the truth.
Then he said unto me, Son of man, these bones are the whole house of Yacob:
behold, they say, Our bones are dried, and our hope is lost: we are cut off for our
parts. Therefore prophesy and say unto them, Thus saith YAHUSH; Behold, O my
people, I will open your graves, and cause you to come up out of your graves, and
bring you into the land of Yacob. And ye shall know that I am YAHUAH, when I
have opened your graves, O my people, and brought you up out of your graves,
And shall put my spirit in you, and ye shall live, and I shall place you in your own
land: then shall ye know that I YAHUAH have spoken it, and performed it, saith
YAHUAH.
AHYAH will strengthen: Chapter 37 Verses FITHTEEN;
The word of YAHUAH came again unto me, saying, Moreover, thou son of man,
take thee one stick, and write upon it, For Yudah, and for the children of Yacob his
companions: then take another stick, and write upon it, For Yoseph, the stick of
Ephraim, and for all the house of Yacob his companions:
Comment: Okay we have two sticks which represents two people. The people of
Yahudah which came out of Yacob, and the people of Ephraim which are the sons of
Yoseph, which came out of Yacob. Now keep in mind this name Ephraim means
fruitfulness. Now I advice you to listen to: “Revelations the true meaning of the
Name Zion” when you do this will all come together. When you read the Strongs
Concordance it explains that this name Ephraim is referenced once in the book of
Psalms. Okay lets read Psalms 132.

Psalms 132: and it reads:
A Song of degrees. AHYAH , remember Dawid, and all his afflictions:
How he sware unto AHYAH, and vowed unto the mighty YAH of Yacob;
Surely I will not come into the tabernacle of my house, nor go up into my bed;
I will not give sleep to mine eyes, or slumber to mine eyelids, Until I find out a place
for YAHUAH, an habitation for the mighty YAH of Yacob. Lo, we heard of it at
Ephratah: (This is Ephraim) we found it in the fields of the wood.
Comment: Now this word Ephratah is H672 which means Fruitfulness. This is
speaking about Zion. This is when the Children of Yoseph the line of Akhnaton, the
“Fruitful” ones, left Egypt went into the land of Cannon and found AHYAH.
Now listen close: Psalms 132 - Verses Seven;
“We will go into his tabernacles: we will worship at his footstool.
Arise, O AHYAH, into thy rest; thou, and the ark of thy strength.
Let thy priests be clothed with righteousness; and let thy saints shout for joy.
Now look at these two words Priest and Righteousness. If you recall this word
Righteousness comes from the word Zadok, now think about the names Malachi and
Zodok, or the names Melchizedek. This name Melchizedek means King of
Righteousness in the European translations. However, the true meaning of
Melchizedek is Malachi Zodok. The name Malachi means Messenger and the name
Zodok means Righteousness. Therefore the Priest are messengers of
Righteousness. Can you see it?
Please listen to “Revelations the true meaning of the Name Zion”
Psalms 132 - Verses Thirteen;
For thy servant Dawid's sake turn not away the face of thine anointed.
YAHUAH hath sworn in truth unto Dawid; he will not turn from it; Of the fruit of
thy body will I set upon thy throne. If thy children will keep my covenant and my
testimony that I shall teach them, their children shall also sit upon thy throne for
evermore. For AHYAH hath chosen Zion; he hath desired it for his habitation.
This is my rest for ever: here will I dwell; for I have desired it.
I will abundantly bless her provision: I will satisfy her poor with bread.
I will also clothe her priests with salvation: and her saints shall shout aloud for joy.
There will I make the horn of Dawid to bud: I have ordained a lamp for mine
anointed. His enemies will I clothe with shame: but upon himself shall his crown
flourish.
Now think about this. This is speaking about the Seed of Yuya, the father of Queen
Tiye, whom is the mother of Ahknaten. How do we know? Because Ephraim is the
son of Yoseph and Yoseph is Yuya, Yuya is the father of Queen Tiye and Queen Tiye
is mother of Ahknaten, and out of Ahknaten come the religion we call Judaism.
AHYAH will strengthen: Chapter 37 Verses SevenTeen;

“ And join them one to another into one stick; and they shall become one in thine
hand. And when the children of thy people shall speak unto thee, saying, Wilt thou
not shew us what thou meanest by these? Say unto them, Thus saith AHYAH our
YAHUAH; Behold, I will take the stick of Yuya, which is in the hand of Ephraim,
and the tribes of Yacob his fellows, and will put them with him, even with the stick of
Yahudah, and make them one stick, and they shall be one in mine hand.
Comment; Okay before I continue I want to comment on this name Yahudah. This is
Hebrews H3063, now the Strongs tells us this name means celebrate, but this name
like all names of AHYAH, has a deeper meaning. Yahudah is H3063 and it
references H3034 Yah Daw which means; literally to use the hand; physically to
throw at or away; especially to revere or worship; intensively to bemoan : - cast (out),
(make) confess (-ion), praise, shoot, (give) thank (-ful, -s, -sgiving).
Next this word references H3027 Pronounced; Yad which means, a primitive word;
A HAND.
Okay now think. What is the Ancient Hebrew Symbol for Y in the name of
AHYAH? It is an Arm which means worship. What is the meaning for AH? This
means, look, reveal, breath. Therefore, the people called Yahudah are the people
that worship AHYAH our YAHUAH. Think about it. This is PROFOUND!
So we have the priest of Righteousness, the seed of Yuya finding their family the
other Hebrews named, “the people that worship AHYAH”. These are the two sticks
of Ezekiel 37.
AHYAH will strengthen: Chapter 37 Verses Twenty;
And the sticks whereon thou writest shall be in thine hand before their eyes.
And say unto them, Thus saith YAHUAH; Behold, I will take the children of Yacob
from among the heathen, whither they be gone, and will gather them on every side,
and bring them into their own land: And I will make them one nation in the land
upon the mountains of Israel; and one king shall be king to them all: and they shall
be no more two nations, neither shall they be divided into two kingdoms any more at
all:
Comment; Okay now did you hear that? We are not in our own land. We are scattered
by this system of oppression and slavery. We are divided by Islam and Christianity.
The only solution is to come together under the word of AHYAH. The answer was
suppose to be YAHUSHUAH, but the Jews usurped it. They made it into a religion
called Judaism. Can you see it?
AHYAH will strengthen: Chapter 37 Verses Twenty-Three;
Neither shall they defile themselves any more with their idols, nor with their

detestable things, nor with any of their transgressions: but I will save them out of all
their dwelling places, wherein they have sinned, and will cleanse them: so shall they
be my people, and I will be their YAH.
Comment; This is speaking about the religions. Because we have been deceived the
world has used the religions of Christianity and Islam to create the world we see. If
you are still offended by that statement, take a look at your religion.
Christianity was and is used to create the third world we see today. It has divided
families and cultures for over 2000 years now. Islam is used to create fear and terror
all over the globe. Look at how it is used to oppress women. Women are our Queens,
they are the mothers of our Planet. Women are the Peace, the Beauty, the
Nourishment, the teachers of our Young, women are our mothers. “ Know them by
their fruits right? “ How dose Christianity feel about women? How dose Islam feel
about women? Now the religion of Islam is not what Muhammad and Ali intended it
to be. So you are foolish to defend it. Why? Because it was not suppose to be a
religion. It was a message. Yet the Umayyad Dynasty, the Abbasid Dynasty, the
Fatimid Dynasty and now the House of Saud have made Islam into an oppressive
religion. Now we see the Parasitic Elite class, called Neocons and Skull and Bones
men using it to create terrorism and a prison planet.
AHYAH will strengthen: Chapter 37 Verses Twenty-Four;
“ And Dawid my servant shall be king over them; and they all shall have one
shepherd: they shall also walk in my judgements, and observe my statutes, and do
them. And they shall dwell in the land that I have given unto Yacob my servant,
wherein your fathers have dwelt; and they shall dwell therein, even they, and their
children, and their children's children for ever: and my servant Dawid shall be their
prince for ever. “
AHYAH will strengthen: Chapter 37 Verses Twenty-Six thru Twenty Eight;
“ Moreover I will make a covenant of peace with them; it shall be an everlasting
covenant with them: and I will place them, and multiply them, and will set my
sanctuary in the midst of them for evermore. My tabernacle also shall be with them:
yea, I will be their YAH, and they shall be my people. And the heathen shall know
that I YAHUAH do sanctify Yacob, when my sanctuary shall be in the midst of them
for evermore. “
Comment; Okay now remember Psalms 132?
“ YAHUAH hath sworn in truth unto Dawid; he will not turn from it; Of the fruit of
thy body will I set upon thy throne. If thy children will keep my covenant and my
testimony that I shall teach them, their children shall also sit upon thy throne for
evermore. For AHYAH hath chosen Zion; he hath desired it for his habitation.
This is my rest for ever: here will I dwell; for I have desired it. “
Okay now this concludes YAH-KHZAQ - AHYAH will strengthen. All of the
information I presented today is REAL. There are people on this Earth that have a

book dedicated to them. They have a Story that changed the World. This world is the
why it is because of the demonic bloodlines that suck of our lives. We can trace them
back to the Garden of Egypt and the Serpent of the Scythians. This Story is REAL
and the ending is Written. All Praise AHYAH we have the Victory.
I am going to take on last break and then I will close.

Last Break: ( Audio File- Steve Cokely, Message to the Boule, Hebrews
Music-) 140 MIN MARK
Speak Live! - Welcome back my beautiful, powerful family, I am your host
Daweed Yacob a.k.a Plahu Yacob ZakiYYAH. Before I end this broadcast I would
like to end with a message to our Father, Mother and Friend AHYAH All Praise. But
before I do I want to give you a little More Advice:
But before I do I would like to read something: I want to motivate you so that
you take my advice.
Leviticus 18:23 “ Neither shalt thou lie with any beast to defile thyself therewith:
neither shall any woman stand before a beast to lie down thereto: it is confusion “
This word Beast comes from the root word to Tremble, to be afraid, it also comes
from H929 which means to be Mute, a dumd beast. It could mean Beast or Cattle.
Now can a women lay down with a cow? Okay then what is this Beast?
Okay file that information.
Okay now lets look at this word CONFUSION, now listen to the word con-FUSION.
In the Hebrew it is pronounced TE-BEL it means: mixture, that is unnatural bestiality
(This means to have intercourse with an animal); con fusion. This references H1101;
A primitive root; to overflow; by implication to mix; also to fodder(This means to
FEED): - anoint, confound, X fade, mingle, mix, give provender (This means to
FEED), temper(modify).
Leviticus 18:23 Neither shalt thou lie with any beast to defile thyself therewith:
neither shall any woman stand before a beast to lie down thereto: it is confusion.
OKay I read this to bring your attention to the Parasitic Elite Class. I believe that they
are the beast in Leviticus 18:23. Why? First of all listen to this statement( “ neither
shall any woman stand before a beast to lie down thereto “) Think about it. This
Beast would have to force the women to have intercourse. How can a cow do this?
Now a cow can not but a Man can. Therefore the Beast is a Man.
Keep in mind this word Confusion in Leviticus 18:23 is different in other places in
the Book. In Leviticus 18:23 it is Hebrews 8397 meaning (Bestiality) later on in the
book it is Hebrews 1322 the word turns into Shame an idol: - ashamed, confusion, +

greatly, (put to) shame (-ful thing). This word references H954 pronounced; Boosh A primitive root; properly to pale, that is, by implication to be ashamed. Now is
anyone hearing this?
This is speaking about the Hyksos, they came from an area that was destroyed twice.
Once by a flood and by a Volcano at least Seven times. At least Seven times, The
Santorini Volcano erupted in the years 1950 BC, 1940 BC, 1925 BC, 1866 BC, 1707
BC, 1650 BC and 1570 BC...Now do you think AHYAH was trying to get rid of
something? We are told by Plato that Santorini was Atlantis, we are told by the
founding father of America that they where looking for the new Atlantic, and this is
how they discovered America. Think about it. What did the Seed of the Serpent do to
the Indians Tribes and People? The something they did to us. Slavery and Genocide.
So therefore The Ancient Egyptians called the Hyksos beasts.
Thinks about the Neanderthal Gene, the Return of the Annunaki. We now know
about this Neanderthal DNA in the European. How did it get there. So now here is the
question. Are they the Beast that survived the flood? Is this that sacred 1% Parasitic
Elite class that are desperate to keep that DNA? Are they the Giants in the Earth in
those days? Think about it. Many of you think this statement is ridiculous. Now what
dose the word say? “For God is not the author of confusion, but of peace”
Well then think! Who is the Author of Confusion? Who is the Father of the Beast?
I mention this because, many of us in the Hebrew community are speaking about the
Super Natural. We speak about space aliens, giants, Annunaki, hairy beast like the
Squash or the Yeti. We hear people speak about the giant shape shifting lizards, the
greys, the Pleiadian people. Now all of this information produces the emotion of
Fear and the mind of Confusion. Fear and Confusion are the food for the Parasites.
This is project Blue Beam. Now ask yourself a question.
What would you do if a 10 foot giant lizard walked into your house?
What would you do if a 12 food giant hairy Sasquatch broke down your door?
What would you do if a huge alien space ship landed near the Whitehouse, or the
Parliament house in London, or the Kremlin in Moscow?
What would you do??? You would do whatever that Fear and Confusion tells you to
do. You would do it until the Fear and Confusion is not needed to control you.
So now ask yourself another question. Where is this information coming from? Who
is this information coming from? Can you trust this information 100% with your life?
Who benefits from this information? Dose knowing about a 10 foot giant lizard, or a
12 foot giant hairy beast make your life better? Think about it.
Since the days of George Orwell's book 1984 and Orson Welles “The War of the
Worlds” people have been afraid of the government or a space alien invasion.
I would not be surprised if Orson Welles or George Orwell where pawns of the
parasites. Why? Because the parasites need you fearful and confused. This reminds

me of the fire breathing Dragons in the middle ages or Count Dracula the blood
sucker? The fire breathing dragon turns out to be a snake, now the snake is a shape
shifting lizard. More fear! More con-fusion.
Now we find out that Count Dracula the blood sucker is a parasite from Medina. The
snake that we see on the royal emblem are not dragon or snakes, but little worms,
worse then worms microscopic parasites. Little parasites that turn into ugly pale
worms. Little parasites that are used as the symbol for the World Health
Organization, what a slap in the face to Africa. Little parasites that is the symbol of
Hermes Trismegistus, a slap in the face to every Christian, Muslim and Jew that
thought they knew the truth. The information I presented today is not fear or
confusion, it is fact. This is in their history and they are proud of it. They love to
know that we have been fooled.
So what now? Well if you know you have a parasite, what do you do? Get rid of it!
How? Garlic, Fresh Clean Drinking Water, life style change, internal organ cleanses,
get your mind right to fight. Many of you are waiting for Jesus Christ the Messiah to
come and save you. If Jesus Christ came to this Earth today over half of you would
think he was a space alien, the other half would not know what name to call him.
This brothers and sisters is called confusion. Who is the Author of con-fusion?
Inform yourself and trust those who are informing you. Don’t be lazy.

Okay now here is some more advice:
How do the Parasites control this planet?
Heath – Economics – Religion – Education.
What is the weakness of the Parasitic Elite Class?
If you know they control these areas then do not cooperate in these areas.
Non Cooperation in the Cooperation. Do not comply! Stave the Parasite out!
This will create the need for alternatives. This will create alternative resources. This
will create alternative currency. You can see this happening today. If a group of
Hebrews got together, bought a peace of land and started planting Hemp seeds, think
what they could produce. What can you produce from the Hemp plant, besides THC?
Well you can produce hemp clothing, paper, protein food, medicine, cosmetics,
cooking oil, the list goes on. This would create a whole new economy away from the
beast of Babylon. The parasite.
What If a group of Hebrews got together, bought a peace of land and started
planting Mustard seed? What dose the Mustard seed produce? Well you can produce
medicine, cosmetics, food and Mustard sauce to name a few. This would create a
whole new economy away from the beast of Babylon. The parasite.
Since the parasite controls Heath – Economics – Religion – Education. You have to
be wiser then the serpent. Educate yourself, take back your health, dump that
oppressive religion and build your own communities so you can take back your

economy. This will starve the beast out.
Support the Electric car. Ask them why Iran wants to build a nuclear power with
plutonium, when they can experiment with Thorium? What happen to cold fusion?
Lets all become souvenir citizens of Earth. Not prisoners of the lands that the
parasites claim they control.
Now this is just some Advice from a man that found AHYAH all praise.
Lets stop China from stealing the Resources in Africa. Why? Because China is
controlled by the parasitic so called elite class. Re-evaluate the BRICS nations. Is
Brazil really in-control of Brazil?, Is Russia really the good-guys now? Is Indian
really independent from British and Israeli cooperation? Is South Africa really
economically free? If not then how can the BRICS build a truly free world?
We need to keep our power local, build a powerful inner circle, make powerful
chains of faith and use the support the village concept. Lets love our friends and
neighbours, help one another, everyone. And my final bit of advice. If you are what
the world calls an American, it is time to redefine what it means to be an American.
Hundreds of years of Slavery, the Genocide of people on the Continent, and off of the
Continent is not the way to reach the stars. The dream of man is to go off world and
meet or greet other lifeforms. No life-form wants to meet a homicidal maniac.
Therefore it is time to redefine. Let All Of Us take back this Planet, our home called
Earth, let us EVICT the Parasites and their system of the beast. This is just a little
advice from a friend.
Pray: All Praise AHYAH
Song. ( Audio File – Dr. C.J. Johnson – Free At Last)

